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Author’s response to reviews:

1. The statement on consent to participate in the “Ethics approval and consent to participate” section of the Declarations is included.

2. In the 'Consent for publication/Consent to publish' section “Not applicable” is stated, as the manuscript does not contain any individual person’s data.

3. Regarding the English language versions of all questionnaires;

The questionnaires we used were not specifically developed for this study. They are tools that only used for taking information about the history of the participants, and do not seek for validated measures to determine a quantitative cancer risk by means of Odds ratios or hazard ratios. The tool can be regarded as a list of questions that every physician uses during his/her regular patient interviews. So, there is no publication or validation procedure that we can provide to you. We used the general information from those questions to conduct the analyses in our study.

It was in local language.

5. Vancouver referencing style is adopted.

6. A statement about poster publication of this study is added at the end of Declarations section saying: "The poster abstract of this study is accepted and published by Health Care: Current
Reviews. It can be found at: https://www.omicsonline.org/proceedings/results-of-an-individual-cancer-risk-assessment-tool-in-a-tertiary-oncology-clinic-32458.html"